Distribution and transcription activity of nucleolar DNA in higher plant cells.
By using the NAMA-Ur DNA selective staining method, we have observed in situ the location of nucleolar DNA in onion cells and found it at the boundary between fibrillar centres (FC) and dense fibrillar component (DFC) in transcriptionally active nucleolus. We have also used anti-NOR serum, which is identified as the RNA Polymerase I transcription factor (UBF) antibody, to study its reactivity with higher plant cells and demonstrated this factor associated to the DFC but not present at the interior of FC. Finally, by employing anti-DNA/RNA hybrid antibodies, we labeled the transcriptionally active rRNA genes in active nucleolus and testified that at the boundary between FC and DFC. The results provide the evidence that the boundary between FC and DFC is the genuine transcription site of rRNA genes in nucleolus.